Does what it claims

Two Sides Laminated
With Kraftpaper

High stacking strength and robustness meets promotional effectiveness.

If you’re looking for a solution for very strong transport packaging with perfect printing properties, Herzberg’s VKWB is the quality of choice.

Alternative board grades within our white product family:

- VPP 020.4
- VPW 030.4/130.4
- VPWW 090.4 / 190.4
- VKWB 3400.4 / 3570.1
- VKWW 3200.4 / 3330.4

VKWB (3550.0)

White kraft/brown kraft
Figure: ca. 1,150 gsm

- One side white: Perfect for high-quality offset printing
- High stacking strength due to double sided laminating
- Laminating made of recycled fibres
- High burst strength and stiffness even under intense pressure
- Lightweight and efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

- 650 – 1,900 gsm

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs?
Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
**Strong performance**

Kraftpaper Meets High Quality Printing Performance

When it comes to shelf-ready packaging with high requirements on stiffness and advertising appeal, Herzberg’s VKWW with coated surface is an unbeatable option.

This board grade is very popular for any kind of pre-packed deli food sold in supermarkets. Packaging made of VKWW is very efficient to handle and has, thanks to the coated surface, an unbeatable promotional effect.

**VKWW (3330.4)**

White kraft coated/white kraft

**Figure: ca. 1,150 gsm**

- Two sides white: Perfect for high-quality offset printing
- High stacking strength due to double-sided laminating
- Laminating made of recycled fibres
- High burst strength and stiffness even under intense pressure
- Lightweight and efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

**Available:**

- 650 – 1,900 gsm

**CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:**

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs? Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Multifunctional allrounder

More Than Just a Core ...

Every ready-made solid board has a greyboard at its heart. This quality makes a rather good impression of its own.

This standard grade is a great option for appropriate outer packaging as well as lids, dividers, envelopes or back of calendars.

Alternative board grades within our grey product family:

- VP2 240.8*/250.8*
- VK 1000.0 (laminated, extra strong)

* Tip: 150 - 500 gsm is perfect for tube winding board

VP2 (010.4)

Greyboard

Figure: ca. 500 gsm

- Solid protection and stabilization of goods
- Lightweight but strong, requires minimum space
- Efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

- 500–950 gsm

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs?
Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Protective stability for stacked goods

Well Protected Against Scratches and Dust

If you're looking for sustainable interlayers with a great price/performance ratio, Herzberg’s VP2 is your quality of choice.

This board grade is very popular for stacked beverages, e.g. mineral water.

**Alternative board grades within our grey product family:**
- VP2 010.4 / 250.8
- VK 1000.0 (laminated, extra strong)

**VP2 (240.8)**

**Greyboard, voluminous Figure: ca. 300 gsm**

- Quality of choice for protective interlayers
- Lightweight but strong and efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

**Available:**
- 300 – 450 gsm (sheets)
- 150 – 450 gsm (reels)
- cut or rounded edges on request

**CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:**

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs?
Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
### Heavyweight allrounder

**For Industrial and Marketing Requirements**

Hardly any other board grade has such a wide range of applications. Herzberg’s VK 1000.0 is a strong protector of goods as well as a popular base for luxury packaging, indoor displays, building materials and even furniture.

Due to its multiple laminating, it is even resistant to nails and shards. On the other hand, it is very lightweight and efficient to handle.

**Alternative board grades within our grey product family:**

- VP2 010.4 / 240.8 / 250.8

---

### VK (1000.0)

**Laminated greyboard**

**Figure: ca. 3,000 gsm**

- Reliable and strong protection of goods
- Basic material for construction materials and furniture
- Lightweight but strong and efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

**Available:**

- 900–3,000 gsm

---

**CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:**

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs? Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Does what it claims

Protection and efficiency

Transport packaging made of Herzberg’s VKBB is very strong. Thanks to an extra lamination with recycled kraft paper they can easily carry up to 20 kilograms.

To fit your needs, it is available with white or brown reverse as well as lamination made of recycled or virgin fibres.

Alternative board grades within our brown product family:

- VPBB 50.4/460.4
- VKBB 2400.0

VKBB (2210.4)

Two sides brown duplex
Figure: ca. 1,200 gsm

- High stacking strength due to double sided laminating
- High bursting strength and stiffness even under intense pressure
- Lightweight and efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

- 700–2,200 gsm

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs? Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Purpose built

In Line With Demand

A natural board ideally suited to numerous environmental applications

Herzberg’s VPBB qualities are used for a wide range of high-quality and multifunctional projects with a natural look & feel.

Typical applications are protective interlayers, strong dividers (e.g. wine packaging) and envelopes for the mail order business.

Moreover, brown board offers all kinds of scope for creative packaging, e.g. for organic products or products with an environmental appeal.

Alternative board grades within our brown product family:

- VPBB 460.4
- VKBB 2210.4/2400.0

VPBB (050.4)

Two sides brown
Figure: ca. 550 gsm

- Multifunctional quality, an interesting alternative to greyboard (superior look & feel)
- Perfect base for a natural and plain design
- Lightweight but strong and efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

- 500–950 gsm
- cut or rounded edges on request
- optional: water resistant properties/fully-sized

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs? Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: +49 (0) 05521 - 820
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Heavy duty packaging

Two Sides Kraft Paper

When it comes to stiffness, robustness and sustainability, Herzberg’s VKBB is your quality of choice.

It is very sturdy with high stacking strength thanks to double sided kraft liner. Moreover, it is lightweight and very efficient to handle.

Typical application: Protective packaging for nails and screws.

Alternative board grades within our brown product family:

- VPBB 50.4/460.4
- VKBB 2210.4

VKBB (2400.0)

Two sides brown kraft

Figure: ca. 1,050 gsm

- High stacking strength due to double sided kraft lamination
- High burst strength and stiffness even under intense pressure
- Lightweight and efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

- 650 – 1,900 gsm

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs?
Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Versatile and resistant

Moisture Protection

A lot of vegetables are not only pressure sensitive, they have to stay fresh and intact even under wet conditions.

Due to an extra lamination polyethylene, trays for salad, cucumber, strawberries etc. endure even in automatic wash tunnels. You will be more than happy with this solution!

Alternative board grades within our PE-laminated product family:

⇒ VKP 5200.7

VKPP (6201.0)

White kraft + PE/
Brown kraft + PE (Fully Sized)

Figure: ca. 1,100 gsm

⇒ High stacking strength due to multiple layer structure
⇒ In addition: Two sides extra lamination polyethylene
⇒ High stiffness even under wet conditions and intense pressure
⇒ Suitable for one-side printing
⇒ Lightweight and efficient to handle
⇒ Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

⇒ 650 – 1,950 gsm
⇒ optional: two sides white or brown

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs?
Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Perfect for deep-frozen fish, meat and poultry

Moisture Protection

Deep-frozen fish, meat and poultry places high demands on packaging and logistics. Transport packaging made from Herzberg’s PE-laminated qualities withstand freezing and moisture. Moreover, they are very lightweight but strong and efficient to handle.

Alternative board grades within our PE-laminated product family:

- VKP 6200.0
- VKPP 6201.0

VKP (5200.7)

White kraft + PE/
brown recycled

Figure: ca. 1,000 gsm

- High stacking strength due to multiple layer structure
- In addition: One side extra polyethylene lamination
- High stiffness even under wet conditions and intense pressure
- Suitable for one-side printing
- Lightweight and efficient to handle
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

- 650 – 1,900 gsm
- optional: two sides white or brown
- optional: fully sized

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs? Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
The crucial difference

Special Quality for Tissue Cores

Brand owners know: Every detail matters with premium products. With Herzberg’s white sided core board you are able to develop your branding to the core: White, clean and high value.

Alternative (grey):

» VP2 440.8

VPH (227.6)

Coreboard, white
Figure: ca. 240 gsm

» Special two-layer quality
» High stability
» Outstanding runability on core winding machines
» One side white for high value appeal
» Perfect for brand producers in the tissue industry
» Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:

» 150 – 300 gsm
» reels/narrow reels
» optional: higher whiteness

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs? Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de
Multifunctional allrounder

More Than Just a Core ...

Every ready-made solid board has a greyboard at its heart. This quality makes a rather good impression of its own. This standard grade is a great option for appropriate outer packaging as well as lids, dividers, envelopes or back of calendars.

Alternative board grades within our grey product family:

- VP2 240.8*/250.8*
- VK 1000.0 (laminated, extra strong)

* Tip: 150 - 500 gsm is perfect for tube winding board

VP2 (010.8)
Greyboard
Figure: ca. 500 gsm

- Solid protection and stabilization of goods
- Lightweight but strong, requires minimum space
- Efficient to handle
- Cutting, creasing, folding – almost no limits to your creativity
- Environmentally friendly and recyclable product

Available:
- 500–950 gsm

CALL HERZBERG FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Not really sure whether this quality fits your needs? Please contact us – our experts will be pleased to advise you.

Smurfit Kappa Herzberg Solid Board GmbH
Andreasberger Straße 1
D-37412 Herzberg am Harz
Phone: + 49 (0) 05521 - 82 0
E-Mail: sales.board@smurfitkappa.de